APPENDIX B
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES
on
I-66 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS
TIER 2 DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
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From: US 15
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Prince William and Fairfax Counties, Virginia
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The text in this appendix is unchanged from what was presented in the Tier 2 Revised
EA. New substantive comments (i.e., those on the Tier 2 Revised EA) are addressed in
Appendix G of the Tier 2 Final EA.
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US Army Corps of Engineers – 6/17/15
1.) The letter pointed out correction to original letter,
Alternative 2B is preferable, not 2A. Correction noted.
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US Army Corps of Engineers – 6/17/15
1.) The Corps’ concurrence with elimination of Alternative 1
is acknowledged
2.) Reasons (outlined below) for eliminating the referenced
three access point alternatives from consideration have
been added to the Alternatives chapter of the Tier 2
Revised EA.
•

US 15 Slip Ramps (between US 15 and US 29) (these
were incorporated into the US 15 interchange option
as part of Alternative 2A)
−

•

•
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Direct access to express lanes is preferred over
slip ramps through general purpose lanes for ease
of transit access

Slip Ramps between VA 234 Business and US 29
−

Construction would be difficult due to right of way
constraints (e.g., proximity of Manassas National
Battlefield Park and Bull Run Park)

−

Existing drainage issue

−

Lower traffic demand compared to other options

−

Direct access to express lanes is preferred over
slip ramps through general purpose lanes for ease
of transit access

Slip Ramps between US 50 and VA 123
−

Low traffic demand for direct access to express
lanes

−

One of the highest crash “hot spots” along the I-66
corridor; currently experiences substantial issues
with weaving

−

Direct access to express lanes is preferred over
slip ramps through general purpose lanes for ease
of transit access
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3.) The basis for, and description of, the Preferred
Alternative has been provided in Chapter 2, Alternatives, of
the Tier 2 Revised EA.
4.) The items referred to as tables are actually Figures 3-6
and 3-7, which use travel speeds to visually illustrate the
locations and degree of congestion within the corridor in
existing, no-build, and build conditions. These figures
provide sufficient documentation of the comparative
congestion levels across alternatives for purposes of the
EA. Conventional level of service as represented by a
letter grade (A, B, C, D, E, and F) was not used as a
measure of freeway congestion on I-66 in this Tier 2 study.
Rather, vehicle travel speed and density were used.
These measures of traffic operations are consistent with
FHWA’s most recent guidance and are reported in Section
2.4.2 of this Revised EA and in Sections 1.2.6, Traffic
Operations Results and Findings (for existing conditions),
Section 6.3, 2040 No-Build Scenario (future no-build
conditions), Section 6.4, 2040 Build 2A Scenario, and
Section 6.5, 2040 Build 2B Scenario (for future build
conditions), in the Transportation Technical Report.
5.) The referenced paragraph in the EA has been edited to
clarify that Bull Run is the stream that is listed on the
Nationwide Rivers Inventory. The listed portion of Bull Run
extends upstream from I-66 to Route 659 north of
Manassas National Battlefield Park. Bull Run is on the list
for its historical association with the Civil War battles in the
vicinity. The I-66 project would not affect the listed portion
of Bull Run.
6.) The delineation will be submitted to the Corps for
verification when mapping is completed. This statement
has been added to Chapter 4.
7.) The presentation of stream and wetland impacts has
been consolidated in the Tier 2 Revised EA as suggested.
8.) Additional information has been added to the Tier 2
Revised EA to clarify that all impacts to aquatic resources
associated with the project, including the I-66 mainline,
access points, interchange modifications, park-and-ride
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lots, and bikeways, are included in the impacts
assessment. Some of the current elements of the
Preferred Alternative have been modified since completion
of the Draft EA and the relevant aquatic resources impacts
information has been modified accordingly.
9.) The Tier 2 Revised EA contains revised discussion to
clarify the impacts.
10.) The stream mitigation language has been revised to
remove the reference to a 1:1 ratio.
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11.) The indirect effects discussion in the Tier 2 Revised
EA has been revised as suggested.
12.) The referenced HUCS were not intended to serve as
indirect and cumulative effects study areas for Natural
Heritage Resources. Natural Heritage Resources were not
among the resources expected to potentially experience
indirect effects from the Build Alternatives in the indirect
and cumulative effects analysis and therefore were not
analyzed for such effects (see Section 4.17.5 of the EA).
The Natural Heritage Resources described in the EA
(Section 4.14) are either largely within existing parks and
therefore protected from future development or within
areas that are already substantially developed.
13.) In the Preferred Alternative, all features of the project
are within areas already developed or planned for
development by Prince William and Fairfax Counties.
Where there are sizeable parcels of undeveloped land in
proximity to interchanges, such lands are either owned by
federal, state, or local entities that administer the lands as
public parks, or the lands are owned by private entities that
may develop the properties in accordance with county
zoning regardless of whether the project is constructed.
The discussion has been revised in the Tier 2 Revised EA
to clarify the issues raised in the comment.
14.) Clarification has been added to indicate that regulation
and control of development by the localities does not
preclude the occurrence of induced development.
Notwithstanding, it remains true that local governments,
not VDOT, retain authority to approve or deny proposed
developments based on local zoning ordinances,
subdivision ordinances, Comprehensive Plans, and other
planning requirements and guidelines. Furthermore, such
development can occur in the absence of the proposed
project as a result of numerous other reasons and causes
unrelated to any transportation improvements provided by
the project. The Tier 2 Revised EA includes additional
information on potential for induced growth. Note that the
project will be implemented in phases, and the proposed
first phase only extends the express lanes for 22 of the
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original 25 miles, from I-495 to Gainesville (University
Boulevard). The roadway then transitions to a traditional
HOV lane in each direction (currently under construction
between US 29 in Gainesville and US 15 in Haymarket).
In addition, independent of the project, extensive
development is currently already occurring at the I-66/US
15 interchange in Haymarket.
15.) Mitigation portions that were included in Section
4.17.6 have been moved to Section 4.17.7.
16.) Indirect effects are indeed expected to be minimal.
The only new access points would be to the express lanes
only and would be related largely to facilitating transit
services and ridesharing from the park and ride lots. The
new stormwater management facilities are expected to
offset potential degradation of water quality arising from
the expanded transportation facilities.
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17.) Additional discussion of past actions and how the
resources in the area have been affected since the 1950s
has been added to the Tier 2 Revised EA.
18.) Section 4.18.4.2 has been edited to clarify that the
conclusion regarding no anticipated substantial cumulative
effects on parks, recreation, and open space easements
also applies to the build alternatives.
19.) Discussion of effects to historic resources in Section
4.18.4.3 has been edited to address past effects on historic
properties.
20.) CEQ guidance on consideration of past actions notes
that environmental analysis required under NEPA is
forward-looking in that it focuses on the potential impacts
of the proposed action that an agency is considering.
Accordingly, a cumulative effects analysis is not merely a
cataloging of the environmental impacts of past actions.
Rather, the analysis considers “the identifiable present
effects of past actions to the extent that they are relevant
and useful in analyzing whether the reasonably
foreseeable effects of the agency proposal for action and
its alternatives may have a continuing, additive, and
significant relationship to those effects.” The aggregate
environmental effects of past actions in the study area are
reflected in the current state of the affected environment.
While the cumulative effects of past actions may indeed be
considered substantial, the effects of the proposed I-66
improvements are not anticipated to pose a substantial
contribution to cumulative effects going forward. Additional
discussion has been added to the cumulative effects
section.
21.) Additional discussion has been added to Section
4.18.4.4 regarding relative sensitivities of degraded waters
vs. non-degraded waters.
22.) Additional discussion has been added to Section
4.18.5 regarding overall cumulative effects.
Notwithstanding, the degree of regulatory protections is a
relevant factor in anticipating the effects of future actions.
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23.) The potential locations of stormwater management
facilities are shown on the conceptual plans for the
Preferred Alternative. Additional details, including the
types of facilities, will be developed as the project moves
into the design phase, with the goal of further minimizing
impacts. All stormwater management measures will be
consistent with applicable state and federal laws pertaining
to such measures and stormwater management facilities
will not be placed in waters of the US.
24.) Use of the median for stormwater management was
considered but dismissed because of the additional costs
and impacts that would be incurred when they would need
to be relocated for future median transit expansion.
Additional discussion regarding the median has been
added to Section 3.4.3 of the Alternatives chapter.
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25.) The exact mitigation measures to be implemented will
be developed in coordination with the permitting agencies.
While the principal means of mitigation is expected to
consist of the purchase of credits from applicable
mitigation banks, VDOT will entertain the pursuit of other
potential mitigation measures to the extent that they can be
linked to the project impacts.
26.) Step pools have been added to the mitigation
discussion and analysis of implementing step pools or
other structures to enhance the movement of aquatic
organisms will be conducted during project design.
Discussion of potential enhancement of riparian buffers to
improve wildlife corridors has been added to the Tier 2
Revised EA.
27.) VDOT does not currently believe assisting in
development of TMDL programs should be linked to
mitigation for project-related impacts but will remain open
to the pursuit of alternative potential mitigation measures.
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US Environmental Protection Agency – 6/18/15
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1.) The basis for, and description of, the Preferred
Alternative has been provided in Chapter 2, Alternatives, of
the Tier 2 Revised EA.
2.) Impacts associated with the build alternatives are
stated in the Affected Environment and Environmental
Consequences chapter (Chapter 3) of the EA. The Tier 2
Revised EA documents the impacts of all elements of the
Preferred Alternative.
3.) Executive Order 13508, Chesapeake Bay Protection
and Restoration, contains no specific provisions pertaining
to individual project level compliance. Rather, the order is
more of a programmatic directive for certain federal
agencies to collaboratively develop strategies and
recommendations for protecting and restoring the
Chesapeake Bay. One of the outcomes of those strategies
and recommendations was the establishment by the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of the
Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) in
2010 under the federal Clean Water Act. Information
about this project in regards to the Chesapeake Bay TMDL
was included in the Natural Resources Technical Report.
The Chesapeake Bay TMDL is designed to achieve
significant reductions in nitrogen, phosphorus and
sediment pollution throughout the Bay’s 64,000-squaremile watershed that includes the District of Columbia and
large sections of six states. Watershed Implementation
Plans, which detail how and when the six Bay states and
the District of Columbia will meet pollution allocations,
played a central role in shaping the TMDL. A TMDL
specifies the maximum amount of a pollutant that a
waterbody can receive and still meet applicable water
quality standards. Allocations to point sources are called
wasteload allocations and allocations to nonpoint sources
are called load allocations. A TMDL is the sum of the
waste load allocations, the load allocations, natural
background, and a margin of safety. Construction of the
project would require a Virginia Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (VPDES) permit, which requires
consistency with TMDL waste load allocations in
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accordance with federal Clean Water Act regulations.
Furthermore, VDOT’s practice is generally to maintain
post-development water quality and quantity equal to or
better than pre-development, as described in Minimum
Requirements for the Engineering, Plan Preparation and
Implementation of Post Development Stormwater
Management Plans (Instructional and Informational
Memorandum Number: IIM-LD-195.7, VDOT – Location
and Design Division). Accordingly, the project would
conform to the goals of Executive Order 13508.
4.) Section 4.13 in the Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences chapter (Chapter 4)
contains an assessment of the impacts to habitat and
wildlife. However, additional information has been added
to the Tier 2 Revised EA to provide more detail.
5.) Section 4.10 in the Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences chapter (Chapter 4)
discusses impacts related to water resources. Potential
impacts to water quality are discussed in section 4.10.3.
Additional information has been added to the Tier 2
Revised EA to provide a more expansive discussion.
6.) Low-impact development designs have not been
incorporated into the project at this time. Additional
discussion has been added to the Tier 2 Revised EA to
address consideration of potential LID practices.
7.) Stormwater management treatment features would be
placed in uplands and not in waters of the US (WOUS).
8.) The potential locations of stormwater management
facilities are shown on the conceptual plans for the
Preferred Alternative. Additional details, including the
types of facilities, will be developed as the project moves
into the design phase, with the goal of further minimizing
impacts. As indicated in Section 4.10.3.1 of the Tier 2
Draft EA, the stormwater management measures to be
implemented as part of the project are expected to reduce
or detain discharge volumes and remove sediments and
other pollutants, thus avoiding substantial further
degradation of impaired water bodies in the project vicinity.
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A section on Stormwater Management has been added in
the description of the Preferred Alternative in the Tier 2
Revised EA.
9.) Sections 4.10.1 and 4.10.2, respectively, of the Affected
Environment and Environmental Consequences chapter of
the Draft EA discussed impacted streams and wetlands
and further details can be found in the Natural Resources
Technical Report. While a functional assessment of the
wetlands was not completed, all wetlands were classified
using the Cowardin classification system. From a
regulatory standpoint, the Cowardin classification system is
used to determine appropriate mitigation for unavoidable
impacts. The required wetland compensation amount is
determined by applying a certain compensation-to-impact
ratio to the area of impact. The Corps and VDEQ typically
apply the following compensation-to-impact ratios to
wetlands.
•

2 acres compensation for each 1 acre of impact (2:1)
for palustrine forested (PFO) wetland impacts

•

1.5:1 for palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS) wetland impacts

•

1:1 for palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland impacts

•

Project-specific ratios for other surface water impacts

The following description of the wetlands provides insight
on the functions they may perform. The jurisdictional
wetlands identified within the environmental study limits
are classified as PFO, PSS, PEM wetlands, and palustrine
freshwater ponds (POW). In addition, numerous ditches
(PUBx) conveying jurisdictional flow between wetlands are
present. In heavily developed areas, the nexus is
oftentimes due to jurisdictional flow through underground
pipes/culverts that discharge to the surface offsite. The
majority of the wetlands within the existing VDOT right of
way are categorized as PEM. Historical alteration of the
landscape within the right of way is evident as many of the
wetlands are linear in nature or confined by graded slopes.
Surface flow and perched water tables provide most of the
hydrology to the wetlands. Some have surface
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connectivity to wetlands outside of the right of way, while
many others drain through jurisdictional ditches, BMPs, or
to stream channels. BMPs within the right of way are
generally categorized as POW, some of which contain a
PEM fringe.
Wetlands outside the right of way but within the
environmental study limits vary in classification and
condition. In undeveloped or minimally developed areas,
wetlands are generally PFO or PSS headwater,
streamside, or floodplain wetlands. Groundwater
discharge is evident in many areas and surface indicators
of hydrology are present as well. These wetlands are
connected to some wetlands within the right of way, while
others discharge into stream channels and jurisdictional
ditches. Wetlands in more heavily developed areas vary
and exhibit characteristics similar to those within the rightof-way.
All jurisdictional streams were classified using the
Cowardin classification system to describe their flow
regime. They were also assessed using the Unified
Stream Methodology (USM) developed by the Corps and
VDEQ. From a regulatory standpoint, the USM is used to
determine appropriate mitigation for unavoidable impacts.
The first step in the USM is a rapid assessment of streams
and their buffers to assign a relative functional value or
Reach Condition Index (RCI) to the subject reach. To
determine the RCI, the following four metrics are
assessed: channel condition, riparian buffer, in-stream
habitat, and channel alteration. For ephemeral streams,
the RCI is obtained by only assessing the riparian buffer.
The weighting of the metrics determines the RCI, which
can range from 0.25 (worst condition) to 1.5 (highest
condition). The RCI represents, in a qualitative way, the
physical condition of the stream. The linear feet of impact
is multiplied by the RCI which is then multiplied by an
Impact Factor to determine the compensation requirement.
The following description of the streams provides insight
on their characteristics.
Streams within the environmental study limits were
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classified as ephemeral (EPH), intermittent (R4) and
perennial (R3). Most stream channels within the right of
way and developed areas showed signs of historic
alteration including ditching or straightening, as well as
areas of rip-rap. Some stream channels were found to
discharge into BMPs, most of which dissipated into open
water within these structures. Streams outside of the right
of way but within the environmental study limits in
undeveloped areas were found to be relatively undisturbed
while others appeared to be historically altered, but have
since naturalized. In heavily developed areas the nexus is
oftentimes due to jurisdictional flow through underground
pipes/culverts that discharges to the surface offsite.
10.) Since completion of the Draft EA, additional efforts
have been made to avoid and minimize impacts, as
reflected in the preferred alternative (reduction of right of
way impacts through use of retaining walls, other design
variations, or use of design exceptions or waivers and
through relocations of proposed park-and ride-lots and
stormwater ponds).
11.) There are no known areas where hydrology has been
previously interrupted and reestablishment is warranted.
Continuity of hydrology would be maintained as
appropriate during development of the drainage design.
12.) Where culverts need to be replaced, natural bottom
oversized culverts would be considered. Bridges to be
replaced would be consistent with the existing bridges they
are replacing.
13.) Stream buffer discussion has been added to the Tier 2
Revised EA.
14.) The Tier 2 Revised EA includes revised discussion to
clarify the entire acreages of resources /wetlands.
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15.) Temporary impacts are discussed in the Affected
Environment and Environmental Consequences chapter.
Temporary air quality impacts are discussed in section
4.4.4. Temporary impacts to water resources due to
construction are discussed in section 4.19.2.1.
16.) Wetland and stream compensation would be provided
following the various regulations, policies, and guidelines
that govern compensation. First and foremost, on April 10,
2008 the Corps and EPA jointly issued the Compensatory
Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources; Final Rule (33
CFR Parts 325 & 332; 40 CFR Part 230), commonly
referred to as the 2008 Mitigation Rule. This Rule improves
the planning, implementation, and management of
compensatory mitigation projects and incorporates
recommendations of the National Research Council to
improve the success of wetland mitigation projects.
Among those recommendations is emphasizing a
watershed approach in selecting compensatory mitigation
project locations. This promotes strategic site selection by
considering the type of mitigation, landscape position, and
other factors to provide the desired functions and to
improve or maintain watershed functions. The Rule places
the different compensatory mitigation options into a
hierarchical preference based on their general ability to
replace desired functions. That preference is supported by
VDEQ through Guidance Memo No. 09-2004 and is as
follows:
•

Purchase of mitigation bank credits

•

Purchase of in-lieu fee fund credits

•

Permittee-responsible mitigation under a watershed
approach

•

Permittee-responsible mitigation through on-site and
in-kind mitigation

•

Permittee-responsible mitigation through off-site and/or
out-of-kind mitigation

Providing mitigation that adheres to the Rule both in
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hierarchical preference and in requirements of a mitigation
plan would aid in replacing functions and values.
17.) See # 16
18.) Coordination would continue with state and federal
agencies as appropriate with regard to listed species
throughout project development.
19.) Table 4-9 in the Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences chapter distinguishes the
percent minorities of each census tract. The orange cells
represent “above 50%” while the yellow cells represent
“meaningfully greater”.
20.) Information has been added to the Tier 2 Revised EA
regarding Executive Order 13045 on Children’s Health and
Safety.
21.) Additional information has been added to the Tier 2
Revised EA regarding indirect and cumulative impacts.
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22.) Additional information has been added to the Tier 2
Revised EA regarding cumulative resource fragmentation
and noise impacts.
23.) Well monitoring is not deemed necessary.
24.) Additional greenhouse gas analysis and discussion
are included in the Tier 2 Revised EA.
25.) Additional information has been added to the Tier 2
Revised EA regarding changes in hydrology, changes to
streams and wetlands from loss of shade or added shade,
and potential changes in hydrology to wetlands.
26.) The referenced section has been revised in the Tier 2
Revised EA to clarify.
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US Department of the Interior – Office of the Secretary
– 7/2/15
1.) The referenced 500-foot-wide band on either side of
existing I-66 is not the limits of disturbance. Rather, the
area of potential effects for architectural historic properties
was defined as extending 500 feet beyond the existing
right of way of I-66, plus additional areas that are visible
from I-66, thus taking into account visual impacts.
Likewise, the area considered for noise impacts generally
extends approximately 500 feet from the existing road
because noise impacts along an existing interstate
highway such as I-66 generally do not occur beyond that
distance. In fact, as reported in Table 5 of the Preliminary
Noise Analysis technical report, the distance of the 66dB(A) noise contour from I-66 is largely within 500 feet of
the road. [The threshold at which a noise impact is
considered to occur for most land uses along the corridor
is 66 dB(A) under FHWA regulations). At Manassas
National Battlefield Park, the projected future (year 2040)
no-build maximum noise levels in the Park would be
approximately 1 to 3 dB(A) greater than existing maximum
noise levels. The future (year 2040) build condition
maximum noise levels in the Park along I-66 would range
from 1 dB(A) less to 2 dB(A) greater than the future nobuild noise levels. Therefore, in accordance with 23 CFR
774.15(f)(3), there would be no noise-related constructive
use of the Manassas National Battlefield Park. For
reference, a change of 3 dB(A) is barely perceptible to
most humans. Traffic on I-66 may be audible at the sites
mentioned in the comments. However, these sites would
not experience a noise impact from the project because
they are beyond the distance at which a noise impact
would occur, based on FHWA’s definition of “impact” (23
CFR 772.5). The Brownsville picnic area and Chinn
Ridge/Hazel Plain are approximately 1,300 feet from I-66,
Portici is approximately 1,000 feet away, and Henry Hill is
more than 3,000 feet away.
A detailed assessment of lighting has not been conducted
and is beyond the scope of the NEPA document; however,
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VDOT is aware of the concerns regarding the height of
light poles visible from Manassas National Battlefield Park.
During the design phase of the project, representatives of
the Park would be invited to participate in the design of
appropriate lighting for the project in the vicinity of the
Park.
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2.) Section 106 consultation was initiated during scoping
with a letter to the State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) and invitations to local governments (Fairfax
County, Prince William County, the City of Fairfax, and the
Towns of Haymarket and Vienna) to be consulting parties.
The federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation also
was invited to participate and subsequently elected to
participate in the consultation. Copies of correspondence
from VDOT to the SHPO regarding the identification of
historic properties in the area of potential effects, along
with copies of the reports accompanying the
correspondence, were distributed to:
•

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,

•

Manassas National Battlefield Park - National Park
Service,

•

The American Battlefield Protection Program,

•

Prince William County,

•

The Fairfax County Park Authority,

•

Fairfax County Architectural Review Board,

•

City of Fairfax,

•

Town of Haymarket,

•

Town of Vienna,

•

Historic Prince William, and

•

The Historical Society of Fairfax County.

Information regarding the identification of historic
properties within the area of potential effects and the
effects of the project alternatives on those properties was
provided in displays at public information meetings in
January/February 2015 and at the public hearings in late
May and early June 2015. The project has been
determined to have no adverse effect on historic
properties.
3.) As described in the Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation, the
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potential national register (PotNR) boundaries designated
by NPS’s American Battlefield Protection Program have
been assumed as the National Register-eligible boundaries
of battlefields within the project’s area of potential effects
for purposes of consideration of effects on historic
properties under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act.
4.) Based on ongoing discussions with FHWA and within
VDOT throughout project development, VDOT is
reasonably certain that the design exceptions and waivers
necessary to avoid use of historic properties would be
approved. Similar exceptions and waivers have been
approved elsewhere in northern Virginia to avoid and
minimize impacts. Regardless, VDOT is committed to
avoiding encroachment onto the Manassas National
Battlefield Park. Without such approval, the impacts would
be as presented in the Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation for
alternatives that do not incorporate the waivers and
exceptions.
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5.) The referenced language has been removed since
there would no acquisition of NPS land. The language was
not intended to “dictate” how NPS would carry out any land
agreements, but, rather, to point out that the acquisition of
any property rights to accommodate the highway would not
follow the normal right of way acquisition process used for
non-federal properties.
6.) Because the Preferred Alternative does not require any
use of Section 4(f) properties that is not de minimis, a Final
Section 4(f) Evaluation and a least harm analysis is not
required.
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